In view of the planned experiments with fermionic 6 Li at the SUT Node of ACQAO, we have commenced studies of dissociation of lithium molecular dimers into correlated fermionic atoms. This can be regarded as a new development into quantum atom optics with fermions.
The rapid advances in the experimental control of ultracold quantum gases have now reached the stage where atomic correlations can be directly accessed via the measurement of atom shot noise. Recent breakthrough experiments demonstrating this include quantum correlation measurements on atoms created through dissociation of weakly-bound molecules near a Feshbach resonance [1] and with atoms in a Mott insulator phase released from an optical lattice [2] .
Given the close parallels with quantum optics, and the fact that its most celebrated applications have been achieved using entangled photon pairs from parametric down-conversion, we are motivated to study a matter-wave or atom optics analog of this resource.
In this project summary, we report [3] on our studies of the fermionic counterpart of the optical parametric down-conversion. This can be achieved through dissociation of molecules consisting of fermionic atom pairs in two different spin states, as demonstrated in recent experiments at JILA (Colorado, USA) using rf photo-dissociation of 40 K 2 dimers [1] . The same experimental techniques can be applied to the planned experiments at the SUT using lithium. Our work expands the paradigm of quantum atom optics with fermions and points out at conceptual differences in the notions of shot-noise and maximally correlated states for fermions versus bosons.
An important issue both in these experiments is the use of optical imaging techniques to detect atoms. As these typically only resolve the density in two dimensions, one must calculate the column density correlations. These include an average over the third dimension in the propagation direction of the laser used to detect the correlated atoms.
Within a simple analytically solvable model describing this system, we study the dynamics of dissociation and analyze the resulting atomic pair correlations. For short time scales, the results provide a qualitative theoretical account of the experimental measurements at JILA [1] .
The above figure shows snapshots of the momentum column density for dissociated atoms at different times τ calculated using a simple, spatially uniform model. The last two frames show a clear ring structure around the central background and are consistent with the observed [1] absorption images of spatial column densities after expansion.
